


Basic Design Features
MARATHON® diaphragm pumps are driven by compressed air. The directional air distribution  
valve and pilot valve, referred to as the “air end”, are located in the center section of the  
pump. Liquid moves through two manifolds and outer chambers of the pump, referred to  
as the “wet end”. Generally, check valves (ball-type or flap-type) are located at the top  
and bottom of each outer chamber or on a common manifold. The two outer chambers  
are connected by suction and discharge manifolds. The pumps are self-priming.

G
ua
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nt

ee Guaranteed No-Stall,
Or Your Money Back!
The exclusive Externally Serviceable Air Distribution System (ESADS+Plus)  
has shown superior durability in severe operations around the world.  
This tough air valve design is standard equipment on most pumps.  
Lube-free and in-line serviceable, ESADS+Plus is GUARANTEED  
to perform, or we’ll replace it free of charge.

Flap Valve Model 
(Bottom discharge)  
Left chamber is on  
a discharge stroke.
Right chamber is on  
a suction stroke.

Right chamber is on  
a discharge stroke.
Left chamber is on  
a suction stroke.

Ball Valve Model
(Top discharge)
Left chamber is on  
a discharge stroke. 
Right chamber is on  
a suction stroke.

Lube-Free Air Distribution Valve
During operation, the air distribution
valve controls alternate pressurizing
of one diaphragm, then the other.  
The valve automatically transfers  
air pressure to the opposite chamber
after each stroke. This provides
alternating suction and discharge
strokes, as the diaphragms move
in parallel paths. MARATHON air
valves require no lubrication. This
is the preferred mode of operation.
Clean, dry air will enhance pump
performance.

Diaphragms
Flexible diaphragms are bolted  
at their outer perimeters, between
the inner and outer chambers. The
diaphragms are connected at their
movable centers by a rod.

Right chamber is on  
a discharge stroke.
Left chamber is on  
a suction stroke.

Check Valves
As fluid moves through the pump,
check valves open and close.  
This allows each outer chamber to
alternately fill and discharge. The
check valves respond to differential
pressures. Ball-type check valves
can pass up to .71" particles.  
Flap-type check valves will pass soft 
solids to nearly line size.

The Pumping Cycle
As the air distribution valve directs pressurized air to the left diaphragm, the diaphragm  
is pushed outward. This is a discharge stroke, which forces liquid from the left outer 
chamber. Discharged liquid moves from the chamber, through an open discharge check valve, 
and exits the pump at the discharge manifold. The position of the discharge port can be top, 
bottom or side. As the left diaphragm is pressurized outward, the connecting rod pulls the 
right diaphragm inward on a suction stroke, which fills the right chamber with fluid. Liquid 
enters the pump at the suction manifold, moves through an open suction check valve and fills 
the chamber. At the end of the stroke, the air distribution valve automatically shifts the air 
pressure to the opposite diaphragm, initiating the next stroke.

ESADSPLUS

Standard Duty

Standard Duty
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Category

Flap Valve
pages: 8,9

Battery
pages: 10,11

Impeller
pages: 10,11

Ball Valve
pages: 4,5,6,7

MARATHON® Pumps simple design and 
operation offers many advantages over 
other types of pumps.

Benefits of AODD Pumps:
Pumps abrasive and 
sheer-sensitive materials 
Low internal velocities move abrasives 
easily, with no damage to the pump.  
The gentle pumping action does not 
sheer fragile materials.

Pumps viscous materials 
Even heavy or solids-laden materials can 
be pumped. MARATHON Pumps move 
everything from water to peanut butter.

Sealless, with no motors 
These air-operated pumps, with  
no motors, seals or packing to  
leak, are environmentally friendly.

Self-priming  
The pumps are able to dry prime  
under most suction lift conditions.

Variable flow 
Simply regulate the inlet air supply  
to adjust the pump flow from zero  
to maximum capacity.

Optional porting 
Many discharge porting options  
are available, including top,  
bottom and dual.
• Select top porting for thin liquids, 
 or if entrained air could be a problem.
• Select bottom porting for thick 
 or solids-laden materials.
• Select dual porting for 
 specialized applications.

Runs dry without damage
MARATHON Pumps can run dry without 
damage, unlike other types of pumps.

Deadheads against closed discharge
Excessive back pressure stops pump 
without damage. No need for expensive 
bypass systems or pressure relief valves. 
Pump simply stops operation until 
discharge opens.

Groundable
By design, air operation reduces sparking 
concerns compared to rotating or electric 
pumps; Fully groundable with strap.

Chemical/Petrochemical
pages: 4,5,6,7

Automotive/Plating
pages: 4,5,6,7

Sludge/Slurries
pages: 6,7,8,9,10,11

Marine
pages: 6,7,8,9,10,11

Industrial/Municipal Waste
pages: 6,7,8,9

Construction/Utilities
pages: 8,9,10,11

Paint/Coatings
pages: 4,5,6,7

Ceramic Glaze/Slip
pages: 6,7,8,9

Mining
pages: 6,7,8,9

Pulp/Paper
pages: 6,7

Accessories
page: 12

Installation Guide
page: 13

Materials Profile
page: 14

MARATHON® Pumps
page: 15

Industry
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The MARATHON® Non-Metallic Series 
passes the acid test. Rugged, bolted 
construction. Models in PVDF and 
Polypropylene.  Chemically-resistant 
stainless steel hardware.

FNPT
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These metallic MARATHON®  
pumps have wetted components  
in Aluminum, Cast Iron, Stainless 
Steel, and Hastelloy-C. They 
provide exceptional suction lift 
capacity for small solid materials 
from low to high viscosity. These 
pumps are ATEX Certified.

ATEX 

CB

D

A
E
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MHDF1 15 11/16" (398) 16 3/4" (425) 10 13/16" (274) 14 1/16" (356) 2 9/16" (65) 1" NPT/BSP

Flap valve MARATHON® pumps 
are especially recommended 
for liquids which are viscous or 
solids-laden. Flap valves allow 
passage of larger suspended  
solids than most ball valve  
units without damage.  
Various discharge porting 
options available. These  
pumps are ATEX Certified.

ATEX 
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The HandiPump™ submersible, 
battery-powered pump operates 
using any 12-volt DC car or truck 
battery. It comes equipped with 
cables and battery clips. Extremely 
portable, the pump weighs only 33 
pounds (15kg) and can fit through 
openings as small as 10"  
(25cm) and is whisper quiet. 

Model MSMA3-A, the submersible, 
air-operated trash pump, handles 
mud, leaves, twigs, sand, sludge, 
trash-laden water and soft solids 
to 1½" (3.8cm). High capacity - low 
head. It weighs only 59 pounds 
(26kg), and can fit through an 
opening as small as 14" (35cm). 
Sturdy construction for rough 
handling and long life.
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Air Preparation
Clean, dry air is the key to 
trouble-free pump operation.  
The filter/regulator line offers 
modular convenience for 
installation and service.

Liquid Level Control
This float-actuated air valve 
and liquid level control 
provides all-pneumatic 
operation. Air powered 
operation makes it ideal  
for use in hazardous areas.

Pail & Drum Adaptor Kits
Convert ¼", ½" and ¾" 
plastic pumps to drum or pail 
applications. The adaptor kits 
are constructed of chemically-
resistant materials to handle 
the job. Plastic pipe assembly 
comes complete with all the 
hardware needed.

Surge Suppressors
For use with any diaphragm 
pump, surge suppressors 
maintain a constant air 
cushion volume in a 
pumping application for 
the most effective surge 
suppression. Many models 
are automatically self-charging 
and self-venting.

Surge Dampeners
Designed for use with ½"  
and ¾" pumps, these non-
metallic dampeners are 
manually charged with air.  
The dampener consumes  
no air after being 
manually charged.
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The air exhaust should be 
piped to an area for safe 
disposition of the product 
being pumped, in the event 
of a diaphragm failure.

CAUTION

Available from
Distributor

Available from
Warren Rupp, Inc.
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Materials Profile Operating Temperatures

Nitrile General purpose, oil-resistant. Shows good solvent, oil, water and hydraulic fluid 
resistance. Should not be used with highly polar solvents like acetone and MEK, ozone, 
chlorinated hydrocarbons and nitro hydrocarbons. 

Conductive Acetal Tough, impact resistant, ductile. Good abrasion resistance and 
low friction surface. Generally inert, with good chemical resistance except for strong 
acids and oxidizing agents. 

EPDM Shows very good water and chemical resistance. Has poor resistance to oils and 
solvents, but is fair in ketones and alcohols.

Hytrel® Good on acids, bases, amines and glycols at room temperatures only.

Neoprene All purpose. Resistant to vegetable oils. Generally not affected by moderate 
chemicals, fats, greases and many oils and solvents. Generally attacked by strong oxidizing 
acids, ketones, esters, nitro hydrocarbons and chlorinated aromatic hydrocarbons.

Nylon 6/6 High strength and toughness over a wide temperature range. Moderate to 
good resistance to fuels, oils and chemicals.

Polypropylene A thermoplastic polymer. Moderate tensile and flex strength. Resists 
strong acids and alkalies. Attacked by chlorine, fuming nitric acid and other strong oxidizing 
agents.

Polyvinylidene Fluoride (PVDF, Kynar®) A durable fluoroplastic with excellent 
chemical resistance. Excellent for UV applications. High tensile strength and impact 
resistance.

Rupplon® (Urethane) Shows good resistance to abrasives. Has poor resistance to most 
solvents and oils.

Virgin PTFE (PFA/TFE) Chemically inert, virtually impervious. Ver y few chemicals are 
known to chemically react with PTFE: molten alkali metals, turbulent liquid or gaseous 
fluorine and a few fluoro-chemicals such as chlorine trifluoride or oxygen difluoride which 
readily liberate free fluorine at elevated temperatures.

FKM (Fluorocarbon) Shows good resistance to a wide range of oils and solvents; 
especially all aliphatic, aromatic and halogenated hydrocarbons, acids, animal and vegetable 
oils. Hot water or hot aqueous solutions (over 70° F) will attack FKM.

Santoprene® Injection molded thermoplastic elastomer with no fabric layer. Long 
mechanical flex life. Excellent abrasion resistance.

Alloy C equal to ASTM494 CW-12M-1 specification for nickel and nickel alloy castings 
commonly referred to as Hastelloy “C” alloy in the pump industry. Hastelloy “C” is a 
registered trademark of the Cabot Corporation.

Stainless Steel equal to or exceeding ASTM specification A743 CF-8M for corrosion 
resistant iron chromium, iron chromium nickel, and nickel based alloy castings for general 
applications. Commonly referred to as 316 Stainless Steel in the pump industry.

Governed by diaphragm material of pump.

Governed by diaphragm material of pump.

UHMW PE (Ultra High Molecular Weight) Polyethylene. A thermoplastic polymer that is 
highly resistant to a broad range of chemicals. Exhibits outstanding abrasion and impact 
resistance, along with environmental stress-cracking resistance.

Maximum

190°F
  88°C 

280°F
138°C 

220°F
104°C 

180°F
  82°C 

250°F
121°C 

200°F
  93°C 

180°F
  82°C 

150°F
  66°C 

220°F
104°C 

275°F
135°C 

350°F
177°C

190°F
  88°C 

180°F
  82°C 

Mininum

-23°C
-10°F

-40°C
-40°F

-29°C
-20°F

-29°C
-20°F

   0°C
 32°F

-18°C
   0°F

-40°C
-40°F

-37°C
-35°F

-23°C
-10°F

   0°C
 32°F

   0°C
 32°F

-37°C
-35°F

-40°F
-40°C

Always refer to the Chemical Resistance Chart when specifying MARATHON® pumps.

®Delrin and Hytrel are registered tradenames of E.I. DuPont
®Santoprene is a registered tradename of Exxon Mobil Corp.

®Rupplon is a tradename of Warren Rupp, Inc.
®MARATHON is a registered tradename of Warren Rupp, Inc.

©Copyright 2013 Warren Rupp, Inc. All rights reserved. 

Non-Metallic Ball Valve
MP01P .031 (1mm) solids
M05 .125 (3mm) solids
M07 .150 (4mm) solids
M10 .150 (4mm) solids
M1F .25 (6mm) solids
M15 .47 (12mm) solids
M20 .66 (17mm) solids
M30 .71 (18mm) solids

Solids Handling MARATHON® Pumps
Metallic Ball Valve
M02 .079 (2mm) solids
M05 .125 (3mm) solids
M1F .25 (6mm) solids
M15 .25 (6mm) solids
M20 .25 (6mm) solids
M30 .38 (9.5mm solids

Metallic Flap Valve
1" 1” (25mm) solids
2" 2” (50mm) solids
3" 3” (76mm) solids
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Metallic
Flap Valve 

Non-Metallic
Ball Valve

Metallic
Ball Valve

Submersible

M20

M30

M1F
M05

M15

MP14F

MP10M

MP14F

MHDF1

M30

M10

M05/MO7
MP01P

M05

MF1

MPS03

MSMA3-A
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Warren Rupp, Inc.® 
A Unit of IDEX Corporation, pioneered  

the design and manufacture of  
air-operated, double diaphragm pumps. 

Founded in 1965, the company is one of  
the largest global producers of  

diaphragm pumps and accessories. 

Warren Rupp products are marketed 
worldwide, in every major trading area. 
Contact your local Factory-Authorized 
Distributor for pricing and availability.

wrmar-rev0309-re1013

WARREN RUPP, INC.®

A Unit of IDEX Corporation
800 North Main Street

P.O. Box 1568
Mansfield, OH 44901-1568 USA

Tel (419) 524-8388
Fax (419) 522-7867

www.marathonpump.com

©Copyright 2013 Warren Rupp, Inc. All Rights Reserved.


